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08:00 - 08:20  Federico Caobelli (Basel, Switzerland / EANM&ESMI): Device Infection
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Educational Objectives
The objective of this session is to discuss the emerging role of radiopharmaceuticals targeting more specifically inflammatory cells than FDG in the cardiovascular field.

Summary
FDG is currently the most used radiotracer for the detection of inflammatory lesions in the heart and in the vessel wall with PET but has important limitations such as the interaction of FDG uptake with blood glucose, need for a 6-12 h fasting period before imaging, physiological uptake in the myocardium and residual signal of blood. The availability of radiopharmaceuticals that targets more specifically inflammatory cells than FDG would clearly facilitate the clinical implementation of PET imaging in this indication. The objective of this session is to discuss the value of alternate radiopharmaceuticals to FDG for the detection of inflammatory cells in the cardiovascular field.
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